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COUNCIL  REVOKES  Ph.D.  DEGREE
Council this week took the exceptional step of revoking a Doctor of Philosophy degree awarded by the University

last year.  It acted on the advice of a special committee Of inquiry which found that certain data  in the candidate's
thesis  had  been deliberately falsified.

The  degree  was  awarded  in  July  1982  to  Dr  Pari-
Kobra   Hosseinzadeh   for   a   thesis   entitled    "Drug-
induced  Thrombocytopenia:   Involvement  of  Platelet-
Membrane &  Factor  VIII  Components  in the Antigen
Causing    Immune    Thrombocytopenia    Induced    by
Quinine and Quinidine".

It was later discovered that a number of photographs
of autoradiograms published in the thesis, purporting to
be the results of different experimental studies, were, in
fact,  identical and had been incorrectly designated.

The matter was reported to the Ph.D.  and Research
Committee on October I,1982, and was referred in turn
to the Professorial Board and to Council, which earlier
this year accepted a recommendation that a committee
of inquiry be set up.

Subsequently,  the  Board  appointed  Professors  Enid
Campbell (chairman),  R.D.  Brown,  R.H.  Day,  and S.
Faine  as  members  of  the  committee.  Professor  G.D.
Thorburn    later    replaced    Professor    Faine    on    the
Committee.

In  its  report,  presented  to  Council  on  Monday,  the
committee  said  that  Dr  Hosseinzadeh,  who  held  the
degree  of  Doctor  of  Pharmacy  of  the  University  of
Tehran,  was  admitted  as  a  full-time  candidate  for  the
degree    of   Doctor    of   Philosophy   in   the   Monash
department   of  Medicine   in   1977.   Her   research   was
carried   out   at   the  Alfred   Hospital  under  the  joint
supervision   of   Professor   Barry   G.   Firkin   and   Dr
Sharron L.  Pfueller.

Dr    Hosseinzadeh's    thesis    was    submitted    for
examination  on  October   14,   1981,   and  two  external
examiners were appointed.  Their reports were received
in  February  and  March,   1982,     and  the  Ph.D.   and
Research  Committee  resolved  early  in  April  1982  that
the degree should be conferred.

The  committee  of  inquiry  said  that  after  its  first
hearing  on  July  29  it  had  made  many  attempts  to
contact   Dr   Hosseinzadeh   at   a  number   of  different
addresses in Australia and Iran but had bee 1 unable to
discover  her  whereabouts.  It  also postponed  a hearing
of the charges in the hope of contacting her.  It  finally
determined that  all reasonable steps had been taken to
notify Dr Hosseinzadeh and the hearing therefore took
place in her  absence on November 7,  1983.

Evidence was given by Professor Firkin,  Dr Pfueller
and  Mr  T.  MCL.  Cuthbertson,  laboratory  manager  in
the department of Medicine,  Alfred Hospital.

The witnesses described in detail the manner in which
the  duplication  of  certain  figures  in  Chapter  7  of  Dr
Hosseinzadeh's  thesis  had  been  discoverred   and  the
steps taken to verify the results she reported.

The committee's report states:  "Professor Firkin and
Dr  Pfueller  both  stated  in  evidence  that  subsequent
experiments  undertaken  by  them  for  the  purpose  of
verifying results reported by Dr Hosseinzadeh in earlier
chapters   of  the   thesis   had   failed   to   confirm   those
results.     These    subsequent    experiments    had    been
undertaken   to   verify   the   findings   in   work   already
published    in    scholarly   journals    in   the    names    of
Professor Firkin,  Dr Pfueller and Dr Hosseinzadeh."

The committee subsequently reported its findings and
recommendations in the following terms:

``The   Committee   has   concluded   that   the   figures

which  Dr  Hosseinzadeh  presented  in  Chapter  7  of her
Ph.D.     thesis,     taken    in    conjunction    with    the
accompanying    explanatory    keys,    misrepresent    the
results  of experiments  undertaken  by her  and that  she
alone  was  responsible  for  the  falsification  of the  data
contained  in  these  figures.   Whilst  the  Committee  is
prepared to believe that failure to identify the elements
of a  single  figure correctly may have resulted  from  an
honest error in the composition of the montage, the fact
that   misrepresentations   occur   in   each   of  the   seven
figures  presented  in  Chapter  7  of  the  thesis  indicates
that Dr Hosseinzadeh deliberately falsified the results of
the  experiments  relied   on   in   support   of  conclusions
presented in the chapter.

``The   Committee   is   in   no   doubt   that   had   the

examiners of the thesis been aware of the irregularities
appearing in Chapter 7 of the thesis, they would not and
could not properly have certified that the work satisfied
the requirements for admission to the degree of Doctor
of  Philosophy.  It  accordingly  recommends  that  if the
University   Council   is   satisfied   that   it   possesses   the
power to  revoke the degree procured by misstatements
and  misrepresentations  knowingly made with intent to
deceive,   it   should   revoke   the   degree   of  Doctor   of
Philosophy   conferred   on   Dr   Hosseinzadeh   in   July
1982.„

Council,    after    lengthy    discussion,    adopted    the
recommendation and formally revoked the degree.



A RARE OCCURRENCE
Council was told that while the revocation of a degree

was   a   comparatively   rare   occurrence,    there   were
precedents in other universities.

The  Registrar,  Mr  Butchart,  said that  a survey  of a
number of UK universities had shown that most had the
power,  express  or  implied,  to  revoke  a degree already
granted.

The Universities of Oxford, Manchester and London
had  specific  powers  to  revoke,  while  Cambridge  and
Edinburgh   had   ``general"   powers   written  into  their
statutes.

The  most  recent  use  of  the  power  of  revocation
reported  was  at  the  University  of London,  which  had
revoked both a Ph.D.  and a Master's degree.

***

The  Vice-Chancellor,  Professor  Martin,  said  today
that the revocation of Dr Hosseinzadeh's degree was a
sad and painful necessity.

``It should not be seen, however, as a weakness in the

University    system,"     Professor    Martin    said.
``Regrettable  though  it  is,   I  believe  the  incident  has

shown   that   the   University   can   and   does   act   with
integrity and firmness.

"The  incident  should  be  viewed  as  an  aberration

rather  than  a reflection  on  the  University's  reputation
and standards of research. We should remember that up
until the end of 1982, Monash had conferred a total of
33,678 degrees of which 3371 were higher degrees-2073
Master's,  1259  Ph.D's  and  39  Doctorates  in  Medicine
and   Science-and   this   is   the   first   time   that   an
irregularity has arisen.

``This,  I  think,  is  a  tribute  to  the  excellence  of  the

work done in this University-as is the fact that Monash
currently has 2472 students enrolled for higher degrees.
Only two other Australian universities have greater HD
enrolments-Sydney, with 3353, and New South Wales
with  3168.„

ACADEMIC PROMOTIONS
Council  this  week  approved  a  number  of academic

promotions.  Promoted to Reader were:
•Dr Ian Mabbett  (History),  who is engaged in long-

term research on Buddhism. His books include "Truth,
Myth and Politics in Ancient India'',  "A Short History
of India"  (shortly to  appear in a revised edition),  and
two collections  of edited essays.

•Dr  lan  Nicholls  (Earth  Sciences),  whose  research
interests are centred on the geochemistry and petrology
of volcanic rocks. He has published some 30 papers and
has presented numerous invited papers at international
conferences.

•Dr Uwe Proske (Physiology). In 1980 Dr Proske was
awarded   a  D.Sc.   from   Monash   for   a  collection  of
published works,  "Collective Reprints  on Muscles and
Mechanoraceptors''.

•Dr   David    Roberts    (German).    His    research    is
concerned  with  the  methods  of  interpretation  which
relate literary work to social,  historical and theoretical
questions.    His    publications    include    three    books.
"Artistic Consciousness and  Political Conscience:  The

Novels  of  Heinrich  Mann  1900  -  1938'',  "Kopf  and
Welt:  Cenatti's  Roman  `Die  Blendung'   ",  and  "The
lndirections of Desire.  Hamlet in Wilhelm Meister''.

•Dr George Scott (Botany), whose principal research
is   on  the  taxonomy,   ecology,   and  nomenclature  of
bryophytes.  His taxonomic work on mosses culminated
in  1976 with the publication of "The Mosses of South-
east Australia", the first collected works on Australian
mosses. A companion volume "Liverwiorts of Victoria"
is  now complete.

•Dr   Alan   Trounson   (Obstetrics   &   Gynaecology),
well-known    for    his    research    on    human    in    vitro
fertilisation,  embryo growth and embryo transfer.

Promoted to the position of Associate Professor were
Dr   John   Cashion   (Physics),   Dr   Ken   Ogden   (Civil
Engineering)    and    Dr    Brendon    Parker    (Materials
Engineering).

Dr  Cashion's  research  interests  are  concerned  with
the  study  of  solids,   particularly  their  electronic  and
lattice  properties,  and  with  the  study  of  magnetism,
superconductivity and lattice dynamics. Dr Ogden, head
of his  department's Transport Group,  was  responsible
for the development of the coursework master program
in Transport Engineering. Dr Parker, whose research in
the  Department  of Materials  Engineering is  concerned
with the effects of strain rate in the forming behaviour
of alloys,  has authored and co-authored 48 papers and
has presented papers at about 28 conferences, both local
and overseas.

Council  has  approved  the  following  |iromotions  to
the  position  of  Senior  Lecturer:  Mrs  H.A.  Thomson
(English),   Dr   C.W.   Chamberlain   (Anthropology   &
Sociology), Dr R.J. Willis (Econometrics & Operations
Research),  Dr  R.C.  Rice  (Economics),  Dr  A.M.  Rice
and  Dr  S.N.  Sampson  (Education),  Mrs  T.L.  Bryant
and   Mr   A.M.    Freiberg    (Law),    Dr   P.J.    Wright
(Microbiology),    Dr    G.    Jenkin    (Physiology)    and
Dr P.V.  Rich  (Earth Sciences and Zoology).

DEATH OF JOHN DANN
Mr  John  Damn,  the  University's  Finance  Manager,

died on December  I  after a short illness.
Mr Damn,  who joined the University only 16 months

ago,   was   forced   to   relinquish   his   position   early   in
November because of failing health.

There was a private funeral on December 2.

"BABY SHOWER" FOR CATHY

The    Union    Desk    has    organised    a    "baby
shower/farewell"  for  Cathy  Toscana,  who  is  leaving
soon  on  maternity  leave  after  13  years'  service  at  the
Desk.

The  "shower"  will  be  on  all  day Friday,  December
16, and wellwishers are invited to partake of drinks and
nibbles at any time.

POSITIONS VACANT
New positions available,  not previously listed in Sound:

UNION
Theatre Admin.  Co-Ordinator;  Student Welfare Officer

Copies of relevant advertisements can be sighted on application to
Room  101,  First  Floor,  University  Offices  Annexe.

Telephone inquiries about academic positions should be directed to
extension  2047,  clerical positions  to  2038,  and  technical  positions  to
2055.

All applications must carry a job reference number obtainable from
Staff Branch.

Authorised I)y K.W.  Bennetts.  Information Officer
'fl{`


